Rent-a-laptop station

Reference Wall with periodic table, 8 terms of physical constants, as well as SI definitions of measurements

Projector screen

Podium for soapbox

Hexagonal tables which can be pulled apart for individual desks or packed together to form a big table. Also useful for shared study groups.

Big-ass comfy fuckin' armchairs, brah

Sofas & tables all over the fuckin' place

3 digital projectors so that each of 3 areas can use them simultaneously. On ceiling, with controls on podium.

Hexagonal tables which can be pulled apart for individual desks or packed together to form a big table. Also useful for shared study groups.

Big-ass comfy fuckin' armchairs, brah

Massage chairs (for student use on other students, maybe hang up "how to massage" poster too)

Lock these doors in the winter

I didn't know how to draw this, but they need better fuckin' lights in here. Fluorescent give your a headache. Do yourselves a favor and put in incandescent bulbs. Also better carpeting & maybe some aromatherapy

Church 8t.